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The Holy Grail Forex Trading System ( Foreign Exchange
Day Trading ): Was This The Ultimate Financial Currency
Daytrading Strategy
Many individuals enter financial markets with the objective of earning a profit from
capitalizing on price fluctuations. However, many of these new traders lose their money
in attempting to do so. The reason for this is often because these new traders lack any
fundamental understanding of financial markets, they cannot interpret any data, and
they have no strategy for trading. Trading in markets is really about deploying strategies
and managing risks. Indeed, successful traders are those who have strategies which
they have proved to be consistent in granting them more financial gains than financial
losses. The purpose of this book is to help a potentially uninformed retail trader or
inquisitive reader understand more about financial markets, and assist them in gaining
the technical skills required to profit from trading. It represents a beginner’s guide to
trading, with a core focus on stocks and currencies.
The ST Patterns Trading Manual will provide a detailed hourly technical analysis using
EUR/USD pairs for May 2017. Calculations of the results are performed based on the
actual results without rounding off. The strategy shows a good technical result for the
EUR/USD pair in May--equal to about 300% of the initial deposit. The study of the
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GBP/USD pair will help readers understand the importance of determining periods of
market uncertainty in a timely fashion.To demonstrate the flexibility of the strategy
settings and the formation of short-term uncertainty periods, the EUR/USD pair is
shown on five-minute charts in one working day on May 31. For nine hours of work, the
result was approximately + 82% of the initial deposit.The month following the first
book's Trading Code is Open: ST Patterns of the Forex and Futures Exchanges
publication perfectly demonstrated the possibilities of using the trading system and
showed how almost half of the ST Patterns published in this book operate in practice.
The analysis, based on accurate calculations, will help traders consolidate the acquired
knowledge, and to increase their own skills with Structural Target Patterns.Over the 18
years I have spent researching dozens of well-known, as well as not so famous, trading
systems, I have not found any that could demonstrate anything near the results
obtained by the ST Patterns trading method during this arbitrarily chosen time interval.
The trading of the EUR/USD currency pair is given as the main example in this book.
But the algorithm for this trading, detailed in this book, is also applicable to other
currency pairs. The ST Trading Strategy is also profitable in the Futures, Indices,
Commodities and other liquid markets. Millions of traders are trying to find an effective
technical method for analyzing the movement of exchange charts. Now it has arrived!
Note: This book (ISBN: 1719837996). is with a color interior. You can also buy a book
(ISBN: 171986005X) with black & white interior.
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How to trade the markets by integrating Chaos Theory with market sentiment In the first
edition of Trading Chaos, seasoned trader and psychologist Bill Williams detailed the
potential of Chaos Theory-which seeks to make the unpredictable understandable-in
trading and it revolutionized financial decision-making. The Second Edition of Trading
Chaos is a cutting edge book that combines trading psychology and Chaos Theory and
its particular effect on the markets. By examining both of these facets in relation to the
current market, readers will have the best of all possible worlds when trading. Bill
Williams, PhD, CTA (Solana Beach, CA), is President of Profitunity.com, a leader in the
field of education for traders and investors. Justine Gregory-Williams (Solana Beach,
CA) is President of the Profitunity Trading Group and a full-time trader.
A practical guide to trading around the commitments of career and family. Making
Money in Forex will help aspiring traders successfully enter this field while maintaining
a job. With this book, author Ryan O'Keefe explains his own personal journey to
becoming a trader and shows you how to follow a similar path. O'Keefe describes his
approach to trading and reveals his bargain hunting trading style, which is designed to
capitalize on market trends. Throughout the book, O'Keefe pays a great deal of
attention to trading psychology, learning to read price instead of indicators, and
emphasizes that.
Trading Chaos
Indicators and Strategies To Profit from Crowd Behavior and Market Extremes
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Trading Fixed Income and FX in Emerging Markets
The Holy Grail Trading System
Forex Trading for Beginners
How to Make Money in Forex Trading (Currency Trading Strategies)
Forex Trading Journal; Blank Online Traders Diary; Discover Your Own Trading Holy
Grail; Essential Trading Logbook; Success Trading Essential Notebook; Forex Day
Trader Logbook; FX Trade Log For Currency Market

IMPROVE YOUR TRADING SKILL WITH LOG BOOK (6" X 9" - Customized
Interior - 120 Pages) Log in all your trades to see more successes and watch how your
skill improves over your trading career! Most successful traders shared that their
successes are built on regularly writing and studying their own trading log. It will help
you to identify a certain success patterns, and hence to an improved results. A trading log
will help to refine and reinforce your way of trading and strengthen your trading
psychology. A good trader will follow strict trading rules and continuously study his
trading notes to fine tune his trading strategies. Our trading book includes section:
Trading Rules Entry Details Indicators applied Charting space Learning and observation,
and more! Get one today and improve your trading skills now!
"Beat the Odds in Forex Trading provides traders withtremendous value by disseminating
the trading methods andphilosophy of one of the most remarkable Forex success
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storiessince Soros." --Alexander De Khtyar, President, Forex International
Investments,Inc. Add certainty and systematization into Forex trading with thispractical
approach. Author and industry professional IgorToshchakov shows how recurring market
patterns--which can berecognized on a simple bar chart--can be successfully used to
tradethe Forex market. Written for traders at every level, this valuableresource discusses
the challenges of developing a trading method,while revealing the Toshchakov's approach
to the market--both froma philosophical and tactical point of view. You'll
discoverspecific trading strategies based on recognizable market patterns,get detailed
information on entry and exit points, profit targets,stop losses, risk evaluation, and much
more.
Just a decade ago, the Foreign Exchange was a market reserved for a select few. Now,
anyone can actively trade in this profitable market—even those with no formal financial
education. Enter James Dicks, a leading FOREX expert and educator who cut his teeth in
this burgeoning market and wants to share his years of experienced wisdom with you.
FOREX Trading Secrets is a one-stop sourcebook packed with everything a trader needs
to quick-start success in a 24-hour market. In addition to covering every fundamental
aspect of the FOREX, this hands-on guide provides hard-won tools and strategies from a
seasoned trader, who helps you minimize your exposure to the inherent risk in this unique
market. A useful volume you’ll turn to again and again, FOREX Trading Secrets features
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specific examples of proven trading strategies working in the real world, a simple and
profitable technique for money management, and confidence-building skills for creating
your own source of income. If you have never traded the FOREX before, FOREX
Trading Secrets is the place to start. It covers the essential basics, including all major
currency pairs, the mechanics of trading, how to place a trade, and deciding what type of
trader you are. Experienced traders gain expert insight into the fundamentals, as well as
such advanced topics as creating a successful trading plan,managing risk, mastering your
emotions, and building your portfolio. You will benefit from An insider’s clarification of
the Carry Trade Seeing technical indicators and patterns through a master’s eyes The
secrets to FOREX diversification A detailed explanation of the author’s personal trading
approach A Trader’s Ten Commandments There is no holy grail of FOREX trading, but
with FOREX Trading Secrets, all you need is practice to build a powerful trading toolbox
for wealth security in the world’s biggest financial market.
A question that's asked again and again from traders around the globe is "What is the
BEST trading strategy? I want to make money consistently, but I want to do so in a SAFE
manner because I can't afford to take any losses." Well, it's what investors the world over
are looking for, right? And this is why professional traders refer to this commonlysought, yet elusive trading strategy as "The Holy Grail." Like Sir Percival in King
Arthur's Court or Indiana Jones from the film series, traders are forever in search of the
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Holy Grail....the strategy that risks little capital while it consistently grows their account
balance. Trading students search for the Grail by going to one vendor after another,
looking for the right mentor that will finally unlock these secrets of freedom. And it's no
surprise that this quest is analogous to the search for the mythical Holy Grail, in that it
leads to one dead end after another. In Doc Severson's book, "Hacking the Holy Grail:
The Trader's Guide to Cracking the Code of Profitability," he offers an alternative
solution to finding the "Grail" strategy. The Grail that traders seek might be in a place
they never thought to look in the first place - inside of them.
The Holy Grail of Investing
Tunnel Thru The Air Or Looking Back From 1940
Forex Day Trader Journal
The Simple Strategy
The Mysterious Camarilla Equation
Hacking the Holy Grail
Blank Forex Trading Journal; Success Online Traders Diary; Discover Your Own
Trading Holy Grail System; Essential Trading Logbook; Trading Notebook; Forex Day
Trader Logbook; FX Trade Log For Currency Market Tradin
The holy grail of tradingMany traders are looking for the holy grail of trading, but can't find
it. They search in the wrong direction or too far away. They under estimate the mental
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power of trading, or they don't know how to reach this holy grail in themselves.“We need to
learn to think and act differently, create a new 'mind set', one which often goes against our
nature. Before you can achieve this you have a long way to go. This book will help you.”The
holy grail of trading is all about the mindset you need to be succesful in trading. It shows
you how to achieve great results by working on yourself. And it tells you how you do that.
This book has allready saved many Dutch traders, lots of money.“Traders and investors,
who add loss to loss, have to start looking at themselves, and not at the volatility of the
markets. Many of the pitfalls are retraceable to emotional trading, which can leave massive
holes in a trader's portfolio.According to the writers of The Holy Grail of Trading only 20% of
trading is knowledge, the other 80% is in your head. This is also the most important
message of the book. Trading requires behaviour which goes against your intuition. This is
why the many pitfalls to the traders are discussed. The fear to lose, getting out of a
transaction to early, ignore their earlier decisions or trade too often. Many traders will sadly
recognise themselves in this.”-De Financiële Telegraaf, the Netherlands, 6 October
2012With the publication of this book, the website theholygrailoftrading.com was launched.
On this website traders can do several tests to test their discipline, emotion and mindset.
An accessible guide to trading the fast-moving foreign exchange market The foreign
exchange market, or forex, was once dominated by global banks, hedge funds, and
multinational corporations, but that has all changed with Internet technology and the advent
of online forex brokers. Now, hundreds of thousands of traders and investors around the
world can participate in this profitable field. Written by forex expert Kathy Lien, The Little
Book of Currency Trading will show you how to effectively invest and trade in today's
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biggest market. Page by page, she describes the multitude of opportunities possible in the
forex market, from short-term price swings to long-term trends, and details practical
products that can help you achieve success, such as currency-based ETFs. Explains the
forces that drive currencies and provides strategies to profit from them Reveals how you
can use various currencies to reduce risk and take advantage of global trends Examines
financial vehicles that can help you make money without having to monitor the market
every day The Little Book of Currency Trading opens the world of currency trading and
investing to anyone interested in entering this dynamic arena.
Learn A Powerful Day Trading Strategy In Less Than 60 Minutes A profitable trading strategy
is the most important tool for a trader. This book explains a powerful trend-following day
trading strategy for trading futures, stocks, ETFs and Forex. "The Simple Strategy" Is Easy
To Understand And To Trade The Simple Strategy is very popular amongst traders for the
following reasons: Clear Entry Rules When trading "The Simple Strategy," there's no secondguessing. As you will see, the entry rules are based on indicators - and these rules are black
and white. Either the MACD is above the zero line or it isn't. And either the RSI is above 70
or it isn't. The entries are easy to identify and execute. That's why this strategy is called
"The Simple Strategy" Clear Exit Rules When trading "The Simple Strategy" you'll know
when to exit even before you enter the trade. So, you know exactly how much to risk on any
given trade which is essential for precise position sizing and money management. Plus, you
can put the trade on auto-pilot once your entry order is filled. This keeps trade management
to a minimum. It's easy and simple. Taking advantage of small intraday trends These days
trends are short-lived. The times when you could enter the market in the morning and exit
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the market in the afternoon are over. These days the markets can turn on a dime. Low
trading commissions and computerized trading have destroyed the nice and long intraday
trends. However, with "The Simple Strategy" you can take advantage of the small intraday
trends that we are seeing in today's markets. You don't need a sophisticated trading
software If you want to trade "The Simple Strategy," you only need a charting software with
"basic" charting capabilities: Your charting software needs to be able to plot RANGE BARS,
BOLLINGER BANDS, MACD and RSI. More than 90% of the charting software packages that
are available today have these capabilities. There's no need to buy any proprietary
indicators or expensive charting software! In short: "The Simple Strategy" can greatly
simplify your trading. *** WARNING: This Book Is NOT For Everybody! *** Do NOT buy this
book if... ... You Are Looking For The "Holy Grail" Because it doesn't exist! When trading "The
Simple Strategy," there will be losses! Losses are part of our business as traders. The good
news: If you follow the rules of "The Simple Strategy," then you will make more money on
your profitable trades than you lose on your losing trades. In fact, the risk/reward ratio of
this strategy is 1: 1.5, so you can expect to make $150 for every $100 you risk. ... You Want
To Automate Your Trading Strategies "The Simple Strategy" will give you clear entry signals,
but it's up to YOU to decide if you want to take the signal. As an example, I personally do
NOT trade right into a major report. And I only trade the first two hours after the markets
open, since most trends occur during this time. Makes sense?
The Power of Mindset TradingMany traders are looking for the holy grail of trading, but can't
find it. They search in the wrong direction or too far away. They under estimate the mental
power of trading, or they don't know how to reach this holy grail in themselves.“We need to
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learn to think and act differently, create a new 'mind set', one which often goes against our
nature. Before you can achieve this you have a long way to go. This book will help you.”The
Power of Mindset Trading is all about the mindset you need to be succesful in trading. It
shows you how to achieve great results by working on yourself. And it tells you how you do
that. This book has allready saved many Dutch traders, lots of money.“Traders and
investors, who add loss to loss, have to start looking at themselves, and not at the volatility
of the markets. Many of the pitfalls are retraceable to emotional trading, which can leave
massive holes in a trader's portfolio.According to the writers of The Power of Mindset
Trading only 20% of trading is knowledge, the other 80% is in your head. This is also the
most important message of the book. Trading requires behaviour which goes against your
intuition. This is why the many pitfalls to the traders are discussed. The fear to lose, getting
out of a transaction to early, ignore their earlier decisions or trade too often. Many traders
will sadly recognise themselves in this.”-De Financiële Telegraaf, the Netherlands, 6 October
2012With the publication of this book, the website thepowerofmindsettradingbook.com was
launched. On this website traders can do several tests to test their discipline, mindset,
emotion and passion.
Tho Power of Mindset Trading
Trading Code Is Open: St Patterns of the Forex and Futures Exchanges, 100% Profit Per
Month, Proven Market Strategy, Robots, Scripts, Alerts
Blank Forex Trading Journal; Discover Your Own Trading Holy Grail System; Online Traders
Diary; FX Trade Log for Currency Market Trading; Essential Trading Logbook; Success
Trading Essential Notebook
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Maximize Profits with Proven Technical Techniques
Forex Trading Secrets: Trading Strategies for the Forex Market
A Proven Method to Become a Profitable Trader in Four Months and Reach Your Financial
Freedom by Doing It
Beat the Odds in Forex Trading

The true story of a 100% mechanical Forex* trading system that returned over 1000%
inside 13 months taking a starting bank of 10,000 GBP to over 100,000 GBP The title of
the book is a bold one. To be the ultimate 'Holy Grail' trading system it would have the
ability to automatically trade and have zero discretion. In short, a 100% mechanical
system in which the person trading with it does not matter, the result will be the same. It
would be a currency trading system that does not care if you are having a bad day, are
on holiday or if you have had an argument with your partner in the last hour. The entries,
exits, trailing stops and money management must have no user input whatsoever. All the
user has to do is switch it on and wait. The forum boards of the internet are full of people
searching for this ultimate trading system. Thousands of traders every day search, test
and simulate for hours looking for this 'golden egg' laying goose. Most believe that it
does not exist nor ever has. This book is here to prove to you that such a system did
exist and was discovered by a few home based traders just like you. It can be found
again. Here is my question to you. "What would you really do if you found such a
system?" One that worked month after month? One that proved itself not just for weeks
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or months, but for years How much would you risk? How would you trade it? How would
your emotions handle such a guaranteed' system? Well, Not only does this trading book
tell the story of how the trading system was built, it also gives you the full trading system
and strategy, free and clear for the very first time. The actual Forex trading methodology
has remained a closely guarded secret for over 10 years! Nothing is held back, you will
discover.. Trade by trade entry levels Trading timeframes Trade exit levels Optimum
money management strategy Trailing stop settings Full results and account screenshots
Could you be the next trader to find a Holy Grail system? The clues are all here. You Will
Discover... What changes you should be wary of when trading your system and strategy
What happens to your mind when all of your hard work comes together What happens to
your mind when everything looks wrong The true reason for a system failing (hint: it
mostly isn't the system) Their personal story unfolds within these pages, step by step
and month by month, demonstrating how their discovery changed them forever. With full
disclosure for the very first time this book shows every trade, every change, every high
and every low of a Forex trading system called simply 'Grail' Who Should Buy This
Book? System traders System developers Home based retail traders Forex traders
Anyone considering trading the financial markets. "An essential read for any student of
the financial markets and a great insight into Forex trading" Mike - UK "What can I say a superb story encompassing greed, ambition, analytical thinking and sheer chutzpah.
The lessons to be learned here are invaluable" Simon - UK
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The quest for the Holy Grail in Forex is a metaphorical journey in financial analysis
applied to the currencies' market. Much like the Templar knights sought the Holy Grail
over the centuries, the author guides the trader along dark path, in a quest for the golden
rules that underpin profit in the currency trading. Some of the main tools in classic
financial analysis are here analyzed in depth, clarifying which of them actually work in
the current markets, and reaching the conclusion that common technical indicators alone
are not enough to take a trader to the Holy Grail of financial success. To help the reader
develop a firm grasp on currency trading analyses and be consistently profitable over
time, the author will explore how to understand the moves of the big players and how to
follow them. The author suggests 15 golden rules that can be used as a guide in the
arduous search for the Holy Grail in forex. A new approach to the financial analysis. A
quest for truths hidden to most; a different approach to the classic technical analysis.
Reading and mastering the contents of this book, a knowledgeable trader will learn not
to rely on now obsolete technical analysis indicators or to lean on the advice of the most
diverse experts, but to adopt a holistic approach, and become able to assess what really
moves the markets, how the balance of powers between the currencies works and
fluctuates at any given moment. Ad Maiora.
A practitioner's guide to finding alpha in fixed income trading in emerging markets
Emerging fixed income markets are both large and fast growing. China, currently the
second largest economy in the world, is predicted to overtake the United States by
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2030. Chinese fixed income markets are worth more than $11 trillion USD and are being
added to global fixed income indices starting in 2019. Access for foreigners to the Indian
fixed income market, valued at almost 1trn USD, is also becoming easier – a trend
repeated in emerging markets around the world. The move to include large Emerging
Market (EM) fixed income markets into non-EM benchmarks requires non-EM
specialists to understand EM fixed income. Trading Fixed Income in Emerging Markets
examines the principle drivers for EM fixed income investing. This timely guide suggests
a more systematic approach to EM fixed income trading with a focus on practical trading
rules on how to generate alpha, assisting EM practitioners to limit market-share losses
to passive investment vehicles. The definitive text on trading EM fixed income, this book
is heavily data-driven – every trading rule is thoroughly back-tested over the last 10+
years. Case studies help readers identify and benefit from market regularities, while
discussions of the business cycle and typical EM events inform and optimise trading
strategies. Topics include portfolio construction, how to apply ESG principles to EM and
the future of EM investing in the realm of Big Data and machine learning. Written by
practitioners for practitioners, this book: Provides effective, immediately-accessible tools
Covers all three fixed income asset classes: EMFX, EM local rates and EM credit
Thoroughly analyses the impact of the global macro cycle on EM investing Examines the
influence of the financial rise of China and its fixed income markets Includes case
studies of trades that illustrate how markets typically behave in certain situations The
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first book of its kind, Trading Fixed Income in Emerging Markets: A Practitioner’s Guide
is an indispensable resource for EM fund managers, analysts and strategists, sell-side
professionals in EM and non-EM specialists considering activity in emerging markets.
Discover Your Own Trading Holy Grail System Through Maintaining a Log Book (6" X 9"
- Customized Interior - 120 Pages) Log your all trades to see more success! Most
successful traders shared this tips that by regularly writing and studying your trading log,
it will help you to identify a certain success patterns, and hence to an improved results.
A trading log will help to refine and reinforce your way of trading and strengthen your
trading psychology. A good trader will follow strict trading rules and continuously study
his trading notes to fine tune his trading strategies. Our trading book includes section:
Trading Rules Entry Details Indicators applied Learning and observation, and more! Get
one today and improve your trading skills now!
The Complete Guide to Day Trading
Trade Like a Pro Without Giving Up Your Day Job
The Little Book of Currency Trading
The Black Book of Forex Trading
Blank Forex Trading Journal; Online Traders Diary; Discover Your Own Trading Holy
Grail System; Essential Trading Logbook; Success Trading Essential Notebook; Forex
Day Trader Logbook; FX Trade Log For Currency Market Trading
A Fable about Trading, Courage, and Doing the Right Thing
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Two F*cking Rules to Forex Trading Success
The purpose of this book is to show you how to make money trading Forex. Thousands of people,
all over the world, are trading Forex and making tons of money. Why not you? All you need to
start trading Forex is a computer and an Internet connection. You can do it from the comfort of
your home, in your spare time without leaving your day job. And you don't need a large sum of
money to start, you can trade initially with a minimal sum, or better off, you can start practicing
with a demo account without the need to deposit any money. Forex Trading is very simple and
straightforward, we only deal with a pair of currencies, and it has quite a high profit potential.
Forex allows even beginners the opportunity to succeed with financial trading. Actually people
that have minimum financial track record can easily make money by learning how to trade
currencies online. This book features the in and outs of currency trading as well as strategies
needed to achieve success in the trading. Here are some of the topics you'll discover while
reading the book: * The single most critical factor to Forex trading success - ignore it at your own
perils. * Simple, easy to copy ideas that will enhance your chances of winning trades. * What you
need to succeed in currency trading. * Advantages of trading Forex. * Effective risk management
strategies to help you minimize your risk and conserve your capital. * Key factors to successful
financial Forex trading. * How to develop Forex trading strategies and entry and exit signals that
work. * A list of easy-to-follow tips to help you improve your trading successes. * All this and
much much more. Table of Contents 1. Making Money in Forex Trading 2. What is Forex
Trading 3. How to Control Losses with "Stop Loss" 4. How to Use Forex for Hedging 5.
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Advantages of Forex Over Other Investment Assets 6. The Basic Forex Trading Strategy 7. Forex
Trading Risk Management 8. What You Need to Succeed in Forex 9. Technical Analysis As a
Tool for Forex Trading Success 10. Developing a Forex Strategy and Entry and Exit Signals 11.
A Few Trading Tips for Dessert Tags: Forex trading strategies, Forex scalping, Forex trading
secrets, Forex trading manual, currency trading for dummies, Forex trading for beginners, day
trading the currency market, Forex trading system, Forex for dummies, foreign currency trading.
Those who talk don't know and those who know don't talk.If you're looking to really know how to
trade The Camarilla Equation this book is for you.The Camarilla Equation has attained that
unique place in the trading annals: almost everyone has heard of it but few really know it or are
willing to talk about it.Here are some of the questions answered in this book: What on earth is the
Camarilla Equation? Is it true that it works in any market? How exactly does one trade with the
Camarilla Equation? How does it really perform trading stocks? Indices? The Forex? Gold and
silver? This book reveals the answer to all these questions and then some. It also provides you
with a trading blueprint that you can use to immediately enhance your trading results.The author
ofThe Mysterious Camarilla Equation: Trader's Holy Grail Decoded has over 25 years of trading
experience, has held executive positions in several corporations and has taught courses in finance,
accounting and real estate. He has written this book in an easy and understandable way that does
not require you to have prior math or trading knowledge.The Kindle version of this book is
periodically updated to reflect new market data. You receive these updates automatically and at
no extra charge.It's as if you were subscribing to a trading newsletter but without paying the
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premium cost! Buyers of the print version receive the Kindle version for free.GET THIS BOOK
RIGHT NOW AND START TRADING WITH THE CAMARILLA EQUATION TO
INCREASE YOUR TRADING RETURNS!What readers say:“Books like these- I consider
hidden gems. Not many people know about it, but it definitely is a fantastic read. I admire how
knowledgeable the author is in writing this book. He answers a ton of questions that I've had for a
long, long time regarding the Camarilla Equation- it's as if he was reading my mind. I highly
recommend it for you traders out there!”- JP“Excellent book. Straight to the point and clear.
Contains all the information and data to use the Camarilla Equation. ” -Martinez“I will
recommend this book to all my colleagues.” - Prosper T.“I really loved this book... It kept me
thinking and my brain working all the way through it.... I love books that have to do with numbers
and I love giving my brain a good challenge..... The book is very well written and is very
interesting with lots of facts that I never knew about... I love how it's broken down and made so
anyone can understand and that you don't have to be a math genius to read it... Looking forward
to reading more great books from the author...” - Amazon Customer 360“Finally a readable book
about the camarilla pivot points. Also includes lots of testing results. For serious traders.” -Leonel
Trachu
TWO F*CKING RULES TO TRADING SUCCESS (6" X 9" - Customized Interior - 120 Pages)
Log your all trades to see more success! Most successful traders shared this tips that by regularly
writing and studying your trading log, it will help you to identify a certain success patterns, and
hence to an improved results. A trading log will help to refine and reinforce your way of trading
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and strengthen your trading psychology. A good trader will follow strict trading rules and
continuously study his trading notes to fine tune his trading strategies. Our trading book includes
section: Trading Rules Entry Details Indicators applied Learning and observation, and more! Get
one today and improve your trading skills now!
NEW EDITION! (October 2018). The proven system of trade--based on Structural Target
Patterns (ST Patterns)--presented in this book is able to bring a monthly profit equal to 100% or
more (on average) of the deposit amount. To be successful in today's Forex, Futures, Indices,
Commodities and other liquid markets, most of the knowledge and trading techniques
accumulated over the last two centuries are not needed at all. The technical portion of a profitable
trading system only needs to include the ST Patterns strategy. This method of assessing market
movements by using target models gives traders clear and unambiguous signals regarding their
actions in the present moment. The graphic figures presented here build upon each other
iteratively to create a clear picture of market conditions. Unlike the claims of the most popular
technical and fundamental analysis methods, the trading system in this book does not predict
market behavior. I no longer need any predictions about prices because their movements have
become obvious to me. Following the ST Patterns method, managing trading positions becomes
simple. It took me many years to establish and improve this trading system, and now it is ready to
be used by you. I believe that, at the very least, this book can save traders' time and money. You
can spend a whole lifetime in search of the Holy Grail, but it is possible to solve the problems
associated with trading in just a few days. The present determines the future! Opportunities to
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use ST patterns are included in the free preview of the first pages of this book. Note: This book
(ISBN: 1719837384). is with a color interior. You can also buy a book (ISBN: 1719859833) with
black & white interior.The month following the book's «Trading Code is Open» publication
perfectly demonstrated the possibilities of using the trading system and showed how almost half
of the ST Patterns published in this book operate in practice. The technical analysis presented in
«Forex Strategy: ST Patterns Trading Manual, EUR/USD Chart Analysis Step by Step, 300% for
One Month» book, based on accurate calculations, will help traders consolidate the acquired
knowledge, and to increase their own skills with Structural Target Patterns. The study of the
GBP/USD pair will help readers understand the importance of determining periods of market
uncertainty in a timely fashion. To demonstrate the flexibility of the strategy settings and the
formation of short-term uncertainty periods, the EUR/USD pair is shown on five-minute charts
in one working day on May 31. For nine hours of work, the result was approximately + 82% of
the initial deposit.
Adventures of a Currency Trader
Secret Notebook of Forex Trading
Street Smarts
How I Trade for a Living
An Eye Opening Guide for Every Beginner Looking to Gain Mastery in the Financial Market
How to Make Big Profits in the World of Forex
Blank Forex Trading Journal; Online Traders Diary; Discover Your Own Trading Holy Grail
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System; Essential Trading Logbook; Success Trading Essential; Forex Day Trader Logbook; FX
Trade Log For Currency Market Trading
Top-selling manual on short term trading methods and strategies from
two prominent authors and traders. Combines 25 years of combined
trading experience to teach you 20 of their best strategies. Expert
guidance on swing trading from "New Market Wizard", Linda Raschke, in
her specialty area. Also covers pattern recognition, ADX volatility,
Crabel, gap reversals, and many other strategies.
A breakthrough trading book that provides powerful insights on
profitable technical patterns and strategies The Art and Science of
Technical Analysis is a groundbreaking work that bridges the gaps
between the academic view of markets, technical analysis, and
profitable trading. The book explores why randomness prevails in
markets most, but not all, of the time and how technical analysis can
be used to capture statistically validated patterns in certain types
of market conditions. The belief of the book is that buying and
selling pressure causes patterns in prices, but that these technical
patterns are only effective in the presence of true buying/selling
imbalance. The Art and Science of Technical Analysis is supported by
extensive statistical analysis of the markets, which will debunk some
tools and patterns such as Fibonacci analysis, and endorse other
tools and trade setups. In addition, this reliable resource discusses
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trader psychology and trader learning curves based on the author's
extensive experience as a trader and trainer of traders. Offers
serious traders a way to think about market problems, understand
their own performance, and help find a more productive path forward
Includes extensive research to validate specific money-making
patterns and strategies Written by an experienced market practitioner
who has trained and worked with many top traders Filled with in-depth
insights and practical advice, The Art and Science of Technical
Analysis will give you a realistic sense of how markets behave, when
and how technical analysis works, and what it really takes to trade
successfully.
Forex trading for beginners is a detailed and a complete guide for
beginners who desire to gain mastery in the financial market. There
are of course many books about forex trading, but what is different
about this book is the concise and detailed information you will get
from it, teaching you both the fundamental aspect and the technical
aspect of trading. Do you know why 95% of retail traders are not
successful in forex trading, well this is a question most beginners
wont be able to answer. Most retail traders come into the industry
looking for the 'HOLY GRAIL' strategy thinking trading is as easy as
they say and they end up losing tons of money. Most of this retail
traders are unsuccessful due to they lack the foundation in forex
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trading. Trading is as easy as it is, there is no need complicating
it. Another reason why this retail traders are not successful is
because they lack the understanding of RISK, MONEY MANAGEMENT and
POSITION SIZING in relation to trading capital. All this are covered
in the book. What i love about this book is the strategy i would be
given to you which works 86% of the time. Enjoy the book
IF, the trader could only find that one "special thing" then their
accounts could achieve amazing returns. Some call this "special
thing" the holy grail, others say there is no such thing as the holy
grail. Others say they have a special "robot" or "indicator" or
"system" or "methodology" or "pattern" or a myriad of other things
that although aren't the "holy grail" at least contain keys to the
holy grail, and if only they could find the right combination of
these special keys then their life would be set for themselves and
for generations to come. Most traders or wannabe traders have
purchased several dozen books, and have their computer monitor(s)
filled with fancy lines, charts, graphs, vivid colors, flashing and
beeping signals. In addition to periodicals, newspapers, website
favorites, television news channels, mobile telephone apps, and a
plethora of other "doodads" to keep them up to date and "educated"
and informed as to their "portfolio performance." Other traders who
"think" they're serious, and want to impress their friends and family
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have the latest computers with multiple duplexed computer monitors
with the absolute fastest processors and video cards and lighting
fast internet connections. With the thought that one millisecond of
delay will make them "miss the boat" on their whiz bang "special key"
to the "holy grail" of promised and back tested trading riches. Well,
if you are looking for another book that will help promote ANY of
these above ideas, you definitely have the WRONG book in your hands
right now. I have been down THAT path for over 20 years, and I am
here to tell you right here, and right now, THAT DOG WON'T HUNT!! You
are wasting your time, your precious resources and capital, and
"feeding the monster" that the financial media has created and
designed to perform that task. They are masters at their game, and
you have been a loyal puppet to the puppet masters. What you have in
your hands, right here, and right now, will change the way you look
at trading/ investing for the rest of your life. I guarantee it!!
With this book, your trading profits will SOAR. Your stress level
will become NON-EXISTENT, annualized double digit returns will become
MONTHLY double digit returns with much lower risk than you ever
thought possible, with no need for all of the "fancy stuff." What I
will introduce you to in this book, is how to change your paradigm
about trading and investing, and by doing so, your trading profits
will SOAR. You will find out that everything you THOUGHT you knew was
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really what you were TAUGHT to learn, rather than what was a REAL way
to make money from the financial markets. Who do you think TAUGHT you
these things, other than the very people/companies that were
intentionally conceived to methodically strip you of your precious
trading capital? If after reading this book, if you do not 100%
believe within your heart of hearts, that I have tapped into the
ACTUAL holy grail of trading, then I will gladly refund 100% of your
purchase price for this precious piece of information that you have
in your hands right this moment. I will show you, without a shadow of
doubt, that my method of thinking and trading will improve your
bottom line performance and enhance your portfolio. If it doesn't
then simply ask for a full refund, and it will be granted, NO
QUESTIONS ASKED. I KNOW without a shadow of a doubt, that this method
has worked, will work, and will ALWAYS work, because IT HAS TO WORK.
There are basic business principles that will always work no matter
what. Did you hear that? They work, NO MATTER WHAT!!
Two F*cking Rules to Trading Success
Trading as a Business
Forex for Beginners
The Holy Grail of Trading
Currency Trading Journey Trades Journal
Holy Grail Trade Journal
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Forex the Holy Grail

In this inspirational masterpiece about the role of the human being in the universe,
finance trader and author W. D. Gann uses the Bible to explore the secret to successful
living. Through direct teachings from the Bible, the reader may learn how to
understand, obey and apply the universal laws revealed in the Bible in order to bring
about his own latent talents and powers, and in turn be firmly set on the road towards
health, happiness and prosperity.
Master the Markets by Trading from Home! how I trade for a living "Gary Smith deals
in reality. If you want to really learn to trade for real profits, not hypothetical, mumboback-tested programs, this book is a must. I seldom read market books anymore, but I
read every word of this important book. Get it." -Larry Williams, author of Long-Term
Secrets to Short-Term Trading "How I Trade for a Living is a remarkable book; truly a
treasure trove of market information.. Highly recommended." -Humphrey E. D. Lloyd,
MD, author of Trading S&P Futures & Options: A Survival Manual and Study Guide
"Straight talk from an accomplished veteran on how to succeed as a full-time trader.
Gary Smith recounts the obstacles he overcame on the road to trading mastery and
describes the strategies, indicators, and insights he used to reach his goals." -Nelson
Freeburg, Editor, Formula Research "It is always valuable to get inside the mind of a
successful trader. Gary Smith does a good job taking you there in a book loaded with
useful tips and helpful hints. A worthy addition to any trader's library!" -Gary B. Smith,
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Contributing Editor, The Street.com "In How I Trade for a Living Gary Smith dispenses
a healthy dose of that rarest of all commodities, vicarious experience from a
consistently winning trader. New traders will find great benefit from looking over
Smith's shoulder as he generously shares with the reader the valuable knowledge he
has gained over three decades of trading." -Edward D. Dobson, President, Traders
Press, Inc.
The best investment strategy, for FOREX, stocks, binary options, futures and other
markets. Really incredible, make money in the stock market with this strategy of 90%
successes tested for more than 10 years by a trader or professional investor 100%
profitable guaranteed. The difficulty is something that can be overcome, and win!
IMPROVE YOUR TRADING SKILL WITH LOG BOOK (6" X 9" - Customized Interior 120 Pages) Log in all your trades to see more successes and watch how your skill
improves over your trading career Most successful traders shared that their successes
are built on regularly writing and studying their own trading log. It will help you to
identify a certain success patterns, and hence to an improved results. A trading log will
help to refine and reinforce your way of trading and strengthen your trading
psychology. A good trader will follow strict trading rules and continuously study his
trading notes to fine tune his trading strategies. Our trading book includes section:
Trading Rules Entry Details Indicators applied Charting space Learning and
observation, and more Get one today and improve your trading skills now
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Blank Forex Trading Journal; Online Traders Diary; Discover Your Own Trading Holy
Grail System; Success Trading Essential Notebook; Forex Day Trader Logbook; FX
Trade Log For Currency Market Trading
A Key to the Holy Grail
The Quest for Alpha
The Art and Science of Technical Analysis
FOREX: The Holy Grail Of Trading
Blank Forex Trading Journal; Discover Your Own Trading Holy Grail System; Online
Traders Diary; Essential Trading Logbook; Success Trading Essential Notebook; FX
Trade Log for Currency Market Trading
How to Identify and Profit from High Percentage Market Patterns
The final word on passive vs. active investing The debate on active investing-stock picking and
market timing-versus passive investing-markets are highly efficient and almost impossible to
outperform-has raged for decades. Which side is right? In The Quest for Alpha: The Holy Grail of
Investing, author Larry E. Swedroe puts an end to the debate, proving once and for all that active
investing is likely to prove futile as the associated expenses-costs, fees, and time spent analyzing
individual stocks and the overall market-are likely to exceed any benefits gained. The book
Presents research, data, and quotations that reveal it's extremely difficult to outperform the
market Explains why investors should focus on asset allocation, fund construction, costs, tax
efficiency, and the building of a globally diversified portfolio that minimizes, if not eliminates, the
taking of idiosyncratic, uncompensated risks Other titles by Swedroe: The Only Guide to
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Alternative Investments You'll Ever Need and The Only Guide You'll Ever Need for the Right
Financial Plan Investors are on a never-ending search for a money manager who will deliver
returns above the appropriate risk-adjusted benchmark, aka the "Holy Grail of Investing." The
Quest for Alpha demonstrates that it's a loser's game-while it's possible to win, it's so unlikely that
you shouldn't try.
Crowds move markets and at major market turning points, the crowds are almost always wrong.
When crowd sentiment is overwhelmingly positive or overwhelmingly negative ? it's a signal that
the trend is exhausted and the market is ready to move powerfully in the opposite direction.
Sentiment has long been a tool used by equity, futures, and options traders. In Sentiment in the
Forex Market, FXCM analyst Jaime Saettele applies sentiment analysis to the currency market,
using both traditional and new sentiment indicators, including: Commitment of Traders reports;
time cycles; pivot points; oscillators; and Fibonacci time and price ratios. He also explains how to
interpret news coverage of the markets to get a sense of when participants have become overly
bullish or bearish. Saettele points out that several famous traders such as George Soros and
Robert Prechter made huge profits by identifying shifts in crowd sentiment at major market
turning points. Many individual traders lose money in the currency market, Saettele asserts,
because they are too short-term oriented and trade impulsively. He believes retail traders would
be much more successful if they adopted a longer-term, contrarian approach, utilizing sentiment
indicators to position themselves at the beginning points of major trends.
Have you lost money trading the Forex Markets? Or are you consistently winning and making a
regular income with your trading? Are you watching the markets without enough confidence to
enter trades? Are you spending money in third-part systems that don't seem to yield you any
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results? Are you wasting your money trading without enough knowledge? Do you want to
understand the systems and tactics advanced and professional Forex traders use to build their
accounts? If you aren't achieving the results you want form Forex Trading this book will help you
get there faster and easier. If you only knew that by tweaking and fixing certain aspects of your
trading you could literally start making money right away. The knowledge and information
contained in The Black Book Of Forex Trading was learned by me after several years of losing,
trying and testing. Spending thousands in systems, courses and coaches to get to where I am now.
You could easily learn the core of what I know by reading this book. And literally change your
trading forever since the concepts are simple and easy to follow. What actionable and realistic
Forex tactics will you learn? -How to stop struggling with the markets -How to STOP losing
money! -Gain enough confidence to trade, knowing that you have the right knowledge and the
numbers are in your favor -Adapt any of my THREE proven, powerful yet simple forex trading
strategies to your own needs (day trade, swing trade or position trade) -Start earning money
CONSISTENTLY -Become a profitable trader in four months or less -Fund your financial
freedom and the lifestyle you want with your trading All of this while you develop a real Forex
System to win constantly Trading doesn't have to be complicated to make you money Aimed for
beginner to intermediate traders who can't yet become successful in their trading, this book will
guide you and help you answer many questions normally other books, courses and gurus won't
cover. Written by a real trader who lost most of his life savings due to bad trading, only to make
them back many times over after learning a Proven, Powerful yet Simple method that is
COMPLETELY laid out for you in this book, no secrets kept. This book covers the three main
areas of trading: 1- Strategies - how to adapt a winning strategy to your personal lifestyle and
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needs (no black box or spaghetti charts full of indicators and lines, just simple and pure price
action, easy to read and follow) 2. Money Management - How to optimize and maximize your
winnings without risking too much 3. Get control of your emotions and become a better trader Why most traders let their emotions rule their trading and a few simple steps to control how your
mind play tricks to you while you trade. At the end of the book you will find a very simple to
follow yet very powerful blueprint to plan your next months, get control of your financial future
and achieve your trading success. Download your Copy of The Black Book of Forex Trading
NOW and change your trading forever P.S. You'll be able to notice a difference within 24 hours
Praise for ADVENTURES of a CURRENCY TRADER "A truly easy, unique, and enjoyable read!
Rob has done it once again to teach us in the funniest way possible how not to make the most
common trading mistakes. If you are tired of reading how-to books, this is perfect for you. I highly
recommend this book to all traders. Everyone will learn something about themselves by reading
this book." —Kathy Lien, author, Day Trading the Currency Market, and Chief Strategist,
www.dailyfx.com "Adventures of a Currency Trader is a must read for anyone who has ever
traded or is thinking about trading in the Forex markets. Rob Booker has a unique way of taking
years of market knowledge and transforming it into an educational and entertaining experience. It
has quickly become a cult classic in my trading library!" —H. Jack Bouroudjian, Principal, Brewer
Investment Group "Brilliant! Rob's humor and humanity shine through in this parable about
trading and life. Filled with wisdom and wit, it's an exhilarating rollercoaster ride through the
peaks and valleys of the learning curve, with many valuable lessons learned along the way." —Ed
Ponsi, President, FXEducator.com "Rob's fable of everyman 'Harry Banes' is destined to become
a trading classic. This is both the missing piece and the foundation that comes before the strategies
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and methodologies. The search for the Holy Grail begins and ends in the heart and mind. The
journey is authentic and real and if you're willing to take it with Rob, you will be rewarded in the
end. Seldom has psychology and wisdom been so entertaining!" —Raghee Horner, trader and
author of Forex Trading for Maximum Profit and Days of Forex Trading "In a series of insightful
and entertaining vignettes, Rob Booker teaches both the novice and the experienced trader some
hard won truths about the currency market. It's a must read book written by a guy who survived
the trenches and went on to prosper in the biggest and most competitive financial market in the
world." —Boris Schlossberg, Senior Currency Strategist, Forex Capital Markets LLC, and author
of Technical Analysis of the Currency Market
Trader's Holy Grail Decoded
High Probability Short-term Trading Strategies
A Practical Manual from a Professional Day Trading Coach
Become Successful in Forex, Stocks and Other Financial Markets
Currency Trading Journal Successful Traders Essential
Market Structure, Price Action, and Trading Strategies
The Trader's Guide to Cracking the Code of Profitability

Learn the Art of Day Trading With a Practical Hands-On Approach
Special Bonus - Complementary Forex Trading Video Course - 100% Free
Successful Forex Traders Don’t Become Successful By Accident Successful
traders follow a tested and proven set of rules which help them trade effectively.
This Forex book contains many time-tested Forex trading tips/rules/guidelines
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gathered from numerous successful traders from all over the world. One of the
most effective ways to become successful in any endeavor is to “model” yourself
after those who are already successful. The tips/rules/guidelines will not only
help to get you on the right path to successful foreign exchange trading, but help
to keep you on the right path. These useful tips are arranged based on a variety
of Forex trading topics for your quick and easy reference. This book was
designed as a collection of trading tips as an introduction to Forex trading for
beginners. If you are an experienced and successful trader then you are already
putting into practice the information found inside this book. If you are new to
trading Forex, however, there are tips/rules/guidelines to help you in a number of
different areas. If you are interested in more in-depth coverage of Forex trading,
please check out my other more advanced books in my Forex Trading Success
series. Create A Simple Forex Trading Plan – As the old saying goes, "if you fail
to plan, then you plan to fail". Included are some basic guidelines to help you
quickly create a basic Forex trading plan. Forex Investing and Forex Day Trading
- Whether you are interested in longer-term investing or shorter-term trading
there are plenty of timely, useful trading tips for you. Forex Demo Accounts- Did
you know that using a Forex practice account the wrong way can actually cost
you money? There is one tip in particular that can keep you from making the
rookie mistake that plagues almost every beginning trader. The Lowdown On
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Forex Robots - Most people would never buy a car without knowing how to test
drive a car...yet people buy and risk their hard-earned money with untested Forex
robots and trading systems every single day. Get the lowdown on Forex robots
and save yourself a lot of time, money, and grief! Forex Basics - This section of
the Forex guide contains a wide variety of solid trading tips and serves as an
excellent reference....especially the section on trading money management.
Forex Myths - Some of the things you will hear about Forex trading are just plain
nonsense. Learn about some common Forex myths that may already be costing
you money. Inside you will also find tips/rules/guidelines ranging from tips on
getting started in Forex trading to tips on such important topics as Forex trading
strategies, Forex price action trading, technical analysis and much, much more.
You Can Read this book on your PC, Mac, Tablet, and even your SmartPhone!
Download this informative Forex trading book now and start to improve your
Forex trading today! Buy Your Copy Today and Get Free Access To The "Forex
Trading Tips" Forex Trading Video Course!
My Secret Forex Trading Journal
Forex Trading Tips: Top Tips For Successful Forex Trading
Blank Forex Trading Journal; Online Traders Diary; Discover Your Own Trading
Holy Grail System; Essential Trading Logbook; Success Trading Essential
Notebook; Forex Day Trader Note; FX Trade Log For Currency Market Trading
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Forex Strategy: St Patterns Trading Manual, Eur/Usd Chart Analysis Step by
Step, 300% for One Month
A Practitioner's Guide
Sentiment in the Forex Market
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